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**Betty Foy Sanders Art Collection Papers**

**Inventory**

**Collection Information**
- brochure, information sheet, and poster - *Betty Foy Sanders Art Collection*
- *Southerner* [Fall 1985] - cover story about collection

**Betty Foy Sanders**
- invitation to reception for exhibit, *Wildflowers of Georgia* [11-2-85]
- pamphlet - *Betty Sanders' Wildflowers of Georgia*
- biographical sketch
- newspaper article - "Mrs. Sanders expresses love for Georgia," *Statesboro Herald* [9-29-85]

**Athos Menaboni**
- biographical sketch
- newspaper article - "Athos Menaboni," *Buckhead, Atlanta* [11-9-79]

**Susan Starr**
- *Resume*
- draft of newspaper article about Starr
- magazine - *Atlanta Impressions* [Spring 1982]

**Mattie Lou O'Kelly**
- magazine article - "Painting Memories of Georgia," *Southern Living* [8/83]
- *Agenda*, GSC newsletter

**Edward Moulthrop**
- information sheet - *Edward Moulthrop: Sculptured Wood Bowls*
- magazine - *American Craft* [12/79]
- magazine - *Find Woodworking* [7-8/83]

**Wilbur G. Kurtz**
- brochure - *Wilbur G. Kurtz*
- Remarks by Mrs. Betty Foy Sanders on the occasion of the presentation of paintings by Wilbur G. Kurtz
Ouida Canady
- brochure - *Betty Foy Sanders: Constructive Views*
- biographical sketch
- newspaper article - "It's a Lively Week for Area's Arts"

Dale Rayburn
- biographical sketch

Joseph Perrin
- biographical sketch

Lamar Dodd
- biographical sketch
- brochure re: exhibit at GSC [March 27 - April 10, 1969]

Charles Counts
- biographical sketch

Lytton Glynn Acree III
- resume
- sample identification card for Acree's work
- GSC internal memo re: identification card [12-17-76]

George I. Parrish, Jr.
- letter to Richard Tichich, GSC Art Department, from James H. Oliver, Jr., GSC [8-19-83]
- resume of George I. Parrish, Jr.
- letter to "Jim" from Parrish [7-29-83]
- newspaper article - "Career Evolves from Childhood Drawing," *Wayne County Press* [8-24-74]
- samples of Parrish's work

*Not in Box*

- two calendars of Mrs. Sanders' paintings - *Georgia On My Mind*